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adapted process, 3
Bessel process, 77
binomial process, 131
capacity
for SRW in $d \geq 3, 37$
for the conditioned SRW, 88
for two-dimensional SRW, 62
of $d$-dimensional ball, 40
of a disk, 63
of one- and two-point sets, 39, 63
of three-point sets, 70
relationship of two-dimensional capacities, 88
Chapman–Kolmogorov equation, 5
coupling, 34, 46–49, 104, 120, 121, 124, 125, 131, 151, 152, 179, 199
cover time, 125, 160
decoupling, 11, 27, 69, 140, 151, 152
Doob’s $h$-transform, 75
drift (with respect to a Lyapunov function), 21
effective resistance, 14
electrical network, 13
empirical processes, 125
escape probability
for SRW in $d \geq 3, 37$
for the conditioned SRW, 85
excursions, 80, 101, 103, 104, 107, 151, 153
filtration, 3
Foster’s criterion, 30
Foster–Lyapunov theorem, 30
Gambler’s Ruin Problem, 73
Green’s function
asymptotic behaviour, 36, 56, 65
exact expression, 65
for SRW in $d \geq 3, 35$
for the conditioned SRW, 81, 87, 112
relation to the potential kernel, 55
restricted on a set, 54, 55, 113
Hölder continuity, 128
harmonic function, 33
harmonic measure
as entrance measure from infinity, 43, 58, 60, 97
consistency, 67, 69, 142, 143
for SRW in $d \geq 3, 42$
for the conditioned SRW, 92, 97
for two-dimensional SRW, 57, 58, 60
harmonic series, 9, 11, 16, 134
hitting time, 3, 6
irreducibility, 5
Kochen–Stone theorem, 110
Lamperti problem, 32
last-visit decomposition, 38, 86
local time, 123, 125, 127, 129
Lyapunov function, 17, 18, 21
Lyapunov function criterion
for positive recurrence, 30
for recurrence, 17
for transience, 20
magic lemma, 117
Markov chain
aperiodic, 6
criterion for positive recurrence, 30
criterion for recurrence, 17
criterion for reversibility, 12
criterion for transience, 20
discrete-time, 5
invariant measure, 6
irreducible, 5
null recurrent, 6
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period, 6
positive recurrent, 6, 30
recurrent, 6, 7, 17
reversible, 11
time homogeneous, 5
transient, 6, 7, 20, 75
transition probabilities, 5
Markov property, 5
strong, 6
martingale, 3, 34–36, 53, 55, 57, 60, 74, 75, 78, 80, 84, 95, 99, 102, 113, 192–194, 197
convergence theorem
for submartingales, 4
for supermartingales, 4
optional stopping theorem, see
optional stopping theorem
submartingale, 3, 55, 197
supermartingale, 3, 19, 20, 32
mean drift, 32
metric space, 127
natural filtration, 3
optional stopping theorem, 4, 5, 36, 53–56, 60, 74, 76, 80, 83, 95, 99, 101, 188, 192, 193, 197, 198
Paley–Zygmund inequality, 28
passage time, see hitting time
Poisson point process, 116, 118
polynomial class, 127
potential kernel, 46
asymptotic behaviour, 52
exact expression, 69
relation to the restricted Green’s
function, 55
Pólya’s theorem, 1, 27
Radon measure, 117
random billiard, 139, 140
recurrence, 6, 17, 32, 41, 42
Reflection Principle, 49
resampling, 130, 131
resistance, 13
reversibility, 11, 78
soft local time, 121–124, 127, 131, 152
sprinkling, 149, 150
Stirling’s approximation, 10
stochastic process, 3
stopping time, 3
total variation distance, 129
transience, 6, 20, 32, 41, 42, 75
transition kernel, 128
weight (of a trajectory), 43, 44, 77, 93, 97, 103